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What occupation to choose?
Statistical assistant Electrician
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What occupation to choose?
Statistical assistant Electrician
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Automation probability = 0.66 Automation probability = 0.15
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Automation shock I

● The Occupational Mobility Network. 
Nodes are occupations and links denote 
job transitions

● Color shows Frey and Osborne’s [1]
estimate of the probability of 
computerization

Automation

[1] Frey & Osborne (2017)



Automation in the Labor Market



Structural change
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● In the XVIII century 80% of labor was 
in the agriculture sector

● Rise of manufacturing sector in the 
industrial revolution

● Today, 80% of the labor focuses on 
services.



Automation also creates jobs
● Creates jobs in current occupations

● New occupations appear

● Predicting new occupations is an open 

challenge

● Assume the reallocation of labor is done 

on current occupation

● Automation leads to a reduction of 

working hours
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Post shock reallocation of labor demand
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● Automation reduces the number of hours of work needed

● Assume the total number of jobs remains constant

● The duration of the working shifts decreases

● Likely automatable occupations decrease their labor demand

● Unlikely automatable occupations increase their labor demand
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Modelling the Labor Market



● n occupations

● ui,t := unemployed workers at 

occupation i

● vi,t  := job vacancies at occupation i

● ei,t  := employed workers at 

occupation i
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i

The system



Worker and employers behaviour



Worker and employers behaviour



Separation and openings

1a. Spontaneous process: Workers are fired with probability    .    . Vacancies 

are opened with probability
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Worker separation and job openings



Separation and openings

1b. Labor demand reallocation  (state dependent) Additional workers are 

separated or vacancies opened due to the realized demand adjusting to the target 

demand. 
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Worker separation and job openings
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Target demand       models the external factors of the economy (in this case 

automation)



Separation and openings

1a and 1b. 
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Worker separation and job openings



Job search

2. Application process: Unemployed workers apply to one job vacancy of a 

neighboring occupations (or their most recent occupation). 
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Job matching



2. Application process: Unemployed workers apply to one job vacancy of a 

neighboring occupations (or their most recent occupation). 

Probability that a worker from occupation i applies to a job vacancy in j 
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Job matching



3. Hiring process: Vacancies which receive at least one application hire a 

worker.
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Job matching
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Master equations

Dynamic equations



Macroeconomic behaviour and calibration
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● Unemployment and vacancies are 
negatively correlated

● During the “boom” of the 
business cycle the vacancy rate 
increases and unemployment 
decreases

● During the “bust” of the business 
cycle the vacancy rate decreases 
and the unemployment rate 
increases 

The Beveridge Curve



Simulating a business cycle

● Assume that the aggregate 
labor demand follows a 
sine wave during a 
business cycle

● Fit parameters to maximize 
the overlap between the 
area the curves surround.



Impact of automation 
on employment
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Aggregate level outcome

● Target demand follows a 
sigmoid function towards 
the post-automation 
reallocated demand

● Simulations with 1.5 M 
agents

● U.S. Labor force has 150 
M workers



Occupation level outcome

● The change is unemployment 
and long-term unemployment 
is affected by the 
occupational mobility 
network



Network effects and wage

● Network effects are more 
likely to increase the 
unemployment rates of low 
wage occupations.
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Occupation level

1.5 M agents Automation probability = 0.85

Behaviour of occupations
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Occupation level

1.5 M agents Automation probability = 0.28

Behaviour of occupations
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Occupation level

1.5 M agents Automation probability = 0.15

Behaviour of occupations



Network structure
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Occupation level

Retraining effects

● We model retraining by 
adding edges between 
occupations that share 
a significant amount of 
work activities [2]

[2] Mealy et al. (2018)
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Occupation level

Retraining effects

● Considerable reduction 
in the long term 
unemployment



Future challenges
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Conclusion and further work

More realistic behaviour

● Wage dynamics

● Job-to-job transitions

● Multiple job applications

● Add skill and age heterogeneity 

● Memory effects (career paths)

● Use of fine-grained data for calibration

Improving the model
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Occupation level

What drives job transitions?

Supervise 
personnel 
activities

Research laws, 
precedents, or 

other legal data.

Monitor operations to 
ensure compliance 

with regulations

Perform 
agricultural 
activities

Diagnose health 
conditions or 

disorders

775 Occupations

332 Work activities
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Occupation level

What drives job transitions?
Job Space (occupations linked according to shared work activities)

Work activities explain best job transitions (Mealy et al. 2018)



COVID-19 reallocation shock

[3] del Rio-Chanona
et al. (2020)
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Occupation level

A complex economy

del Rio-Chanona et al. (2020), Pichler et al. (2020), Pangallo et al. forthcoming

Diagram by Penny Mealy
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Conclusion and further work

● The network structure plays an important role on the impact of automation on 

employment of occupations

● Retraining schemes can help reduce increases in unemployment caused by 

automation displacement

● Further work needed to understand the economy and its complexity

Final remarks



Thank you!
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Separation and openings

1b. Labor demand reallocation . (state dependent) Additional workers are 

separated or vacancies opened due to the realized demand adjusting to the target 

demand. 
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Worker separation and job openings



Separation and openings

Probability of job separation and job opening per worker. 
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Worker separation and job openings
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Automation shock II

● The Occupational Mobility 
Network. Nodes are occupations 
and links denote job transitions

● Color shows mean Suitability for 
Machine Learning[2] score of 
occupations

Automation

[2] Brynjolfsson et al. (2018)



Aggregate level outcome

● Target demand follows a 
sigmoid function towards 
the post-automation 
reallocated demand

● Simulations with 1.5 M 
agents

● U.S. Labor force has 150 
M workers



Occupation level outcome

● The change is unemployment and 
long-term unemployment is affected 
by the occupational mobility network

● Even when there are no noticeable 
aggregate changes, there are changes 
at the occupation level
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Conclusion and further work

● Structural change and external shocks affects industries 

● Different industries demand different type of labor 

● Consumption patterns vary between workers of different 

income

● There are feedback effects

Labor and production
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Conclusion and further work

● Retraining allows people to transition to other 

occupations (adds edges to the network)

● Universities tend to adapt their courses to the 

needs of growing industries

Retraining and the education system 



Beveridge curve at the steady state

● When the target labor demand          is 
constant. The system reaches a steady 
state

● For different parameters the steady state 
unemployment and vacancy rate change
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Job search

2. Application process: Unemployed workers apply to one job vacancy of a 

neighboring occupations (or their most recent occupation). 

Probability that a worker from occupation i applies to a job vacancy in j 
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Simulating a business cycle

● Assume that the aggregate 
labor demand follows a 
sine wave during a 
business cycle

● Fit parameters to maximize 
the overlap between the 
area the curves surround.
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The Beveridge Curve

● Unemployment and vacancies 
are negatively correlated

● During the “boom” of the 
business cycle the vacancy 
rate increases and 
unemployment decreases

● During the “bust” of the 
business cycle the vacancy 
rate decreases and the 
unemployment rate increases 
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Calibration using the Beveridge Curve 

● Fit parameters to maximize the 
overlap between the area the 
curves surround.

● It is a result that our model 
reproduces the Beveridge Curve 
over business cycles.
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Occupation level

Randomizations of the network structure

● Randomize the 
occupational mobility 
network in two ways

● These randomizations 
break the clustered 
structure of the 
network
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Occupation level

Randomizations of the network structure


